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RELEVANCE
In 2018, our world is an exciting and exhilarating place
to be, but it’s also full of disruptions and noise. Brands
need to work harder than ever to generate traction and
engage with today’s busy customer.
Today, businesses need to formulate effective strategies
to stay relevant and increase awareness. And, they need to
be responsive to an ever-changing landscape of consumer
habits and social behaviour all the while understanding
how strategic design influences brand engagement.
COASTLINES CREATIVE GROUP DEVELOPS
AND CREATES SUCCESSFUL BRANDS. HOW?

NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

IT’S MORE THAN DEVELOPING
GREAT PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

1.)

It begins with discovery and visioning.
We analyze your vertical and others that share similar traits, customers, behaviours
and challenges. We uncover where there are opportunities between the commonalities.
We initiate a deeply collaborative process with you and your business. We ask a lot of
questions, like...
• What do customers think and feel about your products and services?
• How do customers choose and what motivates them?
• How does your branding, design and messaging influence customers – in what way?
• What messages have the most impact? What can discourage them from engaging?
Then we listen. We role play from your customer’s perspective. Your experience and
insights about your brand and audience is crucial as we formulate your critical
path forward.

EVERY SUCCESSFUL BRAND
NEEDS A FOUNDATION

2.)

To create an effective approach, you need a strategic foundation on which to build the
brand. A brand strategy is a long-term plan for the development of a successful brand.
We define the core principals and characteristics of the business; what you stand for,
the promise you make, and the personality you convey. We help you stand out from
your competition. Your brand strategy brings your competitive positioning to life, and
works to position you as that certain “something” in the mind of your customers.

DESIGN IS THE CATALYST THAT
DRIVES CONSUMER REACTION

3.)

Design is what inspires and stimulates emotions. This is the stage where your brand
begins to hit the emotional triggers that attract audiences. Flawless execution of the
design elements creates further distinction from the noise and creates certainty. We take
a great deal of pride in the craft of design utilizing storytelling, creativity and technology.
Organization of details, aesthetics and the brand story align to influence consumer
interaction and build relevance.

AN INTEGRATED STRATEGY ENSURES
YOUR BRAND REACHES ITS AUDIENCE

4.)

We discover, coordinate and implement the most suitable media, tools and channels to
launch your brand to the world. Whether it’s a local boutique brand’s website or an
integrated nationwide campaign, we create strategies to ensure your brand receives
maximum exposure. We partner with specialists in developing social channels and
digital platforms that consumers respond to in today’s fast-paced digital world.

WE BUILD RESPONSIVE BRANDS THAT
FOSTER CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT

5.)

Today’s successful brands need to be responsive. That’s why analytics and customer
feedback are crucial, and an open interchange builds dialog and confidence in your
brand. This realtime information allows agility and opportunities that helps your brand
resonate with your audience. Consumer culture evolves and change. We help your
brand respond.

We leave nothing to chance.
Are you ready?

SERVICES
OUR AGENCY FOSTERS
CLIENT INVOLVEMENT
FROM THE START

A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH
TO BRAND DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
BRAND STRATEGY

DESIGN

Market research, brand audits, competitive

Brand identity and logos, naming, collateral,

audits, brand strategy, architecture, naming,

illustration, video, exhibit assets, wayfinding,

messaging, brand standards guidelines, launch

infographics, ad creative, packaging and

strategy, marketing, user experience design and

instore POS.

information architecture, copywriting.
PRODUCTION
INTERACTIVE

Photography, digital editing, proofing,

Responsive web design and build, motion

direct mail, multi-language translation,

graphics, presentations, social media integra-

production, project management.

tion, prototyping, testing, launch strategy

At Coastlines, we define and build successful brands.

PROCESS

WE DEVELOP BRANDS THROUGH
A PHILOSOPHY OF ALIGNMENT,
STORYTELLING, INTERACTION
AND ENGAGEMENT
Since 2001, we’ve applied our expertise and experience collaborating with demanding clients on
high-level projects which has in-turn sharpened our focus and perfected our strategic and creative
processes. Since no two challenges or solutions are identical, our versatility and nimbleness ensures
client objectives are met with success.

DISCOVERY

STRATEGY

CREATIVE

EXECUTION

Research

Analysis

Storytelling

Deploy

Audit

Critcal Path

Design

Media

Discovery + Planning
IA + UX
Design + Production
Technology + Media Platforms
Content
Launch

What makes you unique? What makes you better? Why should they should care?

EXPERIENCE
“GREAT DESIGN IS ABOUT
ORDER; CLARITY OF CONTENT
AND PURPOSE. OTHERWISE,
IT’S DECORATION.”

Founder and Principal of Coastlines, Byron has created and produced design and promotional
campaigns for clients in Canada, USA, China, Australia, Kuwait, England and France. His work has
been recognized in major design industry publications and been honored in international award
competitions, including the ‘Applied Arts Awards, Summit, Redgees and Creativity Annuals’.
He has been honoured to judge various design competitions including the Salazar Awards and
the RGD Student Awards.
As Creative Director, Byron understands the challenges facing decision makers today and feels great
projects are the result of collaboration, with clients and within the studio. Byron is the visionary and
guiding force behind Coastlines and dedicates himself to creating breakthrough creative, outstanding
user experiences and brand solutions that are ‘real’, inspiring and take advantage of the latest
media platforms.
Byron is a former Senior VP of Sponsorship with the Graphic Designers Association of Canada BC
chapter. He is a current member of the AIGA.
Specialties: He specializes in ‘lifestyle and home improvement branding’ as well as working with
clients in the real estate development sector. I apply my expertise to; brand strategy, brand
development, brand communications strategy, creative direction, user experience design, information
architecture, mobile and online design, content marketing, social media integration.
When not running Coastlines, he is passionate about modernist interior design and architecture and
his dedication to work in this area has been featured in Luxury Homes Magazine, The Contemporist
and recently profiled on Vancouver based reality TV show: ‘Real Houses of Vancouver’.
byron@coastlinescreative.com
C 604 785 1017

Byron Dowler

CGD

Creative Director, Principal

BREAKTHROUGH CREATIVE
HAPPENS — WHEN YOU WORK
WITH GREAT CLIENTS
TRAFALGAR LUXURY GOODS
“As I am writing this I am also looking at the website. The photos are all absolutely spectacular! It is really great! I especially like the Sparkle brand. Thanks
again for all your efforts. Our company has definitely jumped a great big leap in
terms of image because of all your efforts.”
» Amer Al Ansari, President
TLC VENTURES CORP.
“In my mad dash to London last week I failed to comment on the TLC investor
packages — they are exceptional pieces and I love them. Thank you again for
all your hard work during this busy time. Our exhibit display looks fabulous.”
» Dr. Sally L. Eyre, President and CEO
CANPAGES
“Now a BIG BRAVO for the (Summit) award – This is fantastic!!! We would love
to post this (brand id award release) on our website news section. Bravo again
and thanks for this great work!”
» Olivier Vincent, CEO

TRANE
"Thanks so much for all your hard work you guys did over the last 2 weeks to
get this interactive presentation and booklet done in time! I know it was a lot of
work over a short amount of time and I really appreciate the hours you put into
it. The presentation went really well and looks like we are going to start moving
forward with at least some of the plans in the near future."
» Bill Davis, Sales Manager – Residential System

CLEAN SCENE
“Your feedback on our current brand logo is very valuable. And, the other feedback is spot on. We respect your opinion and ability. I am really pleased
with the direction we are going. The five brand icons are close
to perfect. The overall effect is fantastic!!!”
» Paul Andersen, President

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC
“I am extremely happy with the work that Coastlines has done for me; they did
a superb job creating artistic promotional assets while respecting the Schneider
Electric design guidelines. The team at Coastlines Creative is highly skilled, friendly,
responsive, and willing to take on any challenge. It is always a pleasure working
with them.”
» John Meakins, Business Communication
- Product Information Manager (EM)

"I’ve been consistently impressed with the creativity, professionalism and responsiveness the team at Coastlines. Their passion for media and communication has
been evident throughout our collaboration and despite being confronted with
multiple, sometimes daunting challenges; they’ve raised the bar for every project
with fresh, dynamic ideas. Working with Coastlines is productive and rewarding,
what more could a client want?"
» Chris Shelton, Marketing Communications Project Manager
"Coastlines are the provocateurs d'idées of Schneider Electric. They have that
exceptional mix of creativity, curiosity, and genuine interest that gives great results:
compelling stories, appealing ideas, and customer-motivating results. They’ve
created some of Schneider’s strongest creative assets, most often during complex
and challenging projects. I know I can always trust them to always bring their best,
with tight project management, attention to detail, and commitment to deadlines.
They are a real competitive advantage for us.""
» Chuck Hoeppner, Content Development Strategy Manager

DIRTY LAUNDRY CLOTHING
“That is it! Love it! (Freaking) awesome! You have created something that I can’t
or wouldn’t think of doing.”
“The brochure was a hit at the show....we landed two of the very best stores in
NYC... f.a.o. Schwartz and Calypso.....the Calypso buyer was SO impressed with
the brochure!!!”
» Erika Pantages, Partner

SEASPAN
"Thank you for all your hard work and putting up with our Seaspan antics. The new
HR brochures look amazing! I love the Vancity shot you’ve got in the brochure
currently with the golden hues in it – very nice! Thanks for providing an alternate
and for all your hard work – thus far."
» Kelly Francis, Communications Coordinator
"Many thanks to you and your Coastlines team, your help with the NSPS packages
was important to achieve the professional and polished look that we achieved."
» John Shaw, VP Program Management
"Congratulations on the GOLD award for our NSPS promotion Byron, that's great
news! Well earned and well deserved."
» Jonathan Whitworth, President and CEO
ART IN MOTION
“Coastlines Creative was an integral part of our marketing program, creating a
strong advertising campaign that helped reinforce Art In Motion's position as a
world leader in art publishing. They created a new corp. identity and an advertising
campaign that generated much industry excitement and buzz. Coastlines is always
attentive to our needs and budget requirements. They were able to produce and
coordinate ad creative under deadline to USA, Canada, England and Italy. The
team is always readily available and a great pleasure to work with.”
» Jessica Gibson, Marketing Specialist
SUPERFEET WORLDWIDE
“I love our working relationship! Billy ‘Big Bang’ from our last Agency only wishes
he had what you and I have!”
» Randy Curran, Managing Partner
“Coastlines has provided our company with excellent creative and promotional
support. As a result, we have experienced a significant increase in sales and brand
awareness within our industry.”
» Randy Curran, Managing Partner

THE PROJECT
IN FRONT
OF US...
IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT
THING WE’VE
EVER DONE.
WE INFLUENCE

MC|2
MC|2 AT McINTOSH AVENUE
BRAND STRATEGY AND DESIGN

MC|2 at McIntosh Avenue is a 35 unit real estate offering located in the center of
Maple Ridge, BC. Developed by Halostar, the collection of modern homes boasts
top quality construction and premium finishings at attainable prices.
THE NATURE OF CONTEMPORARY LIVING
We combined the existing McIntosh Plaza name – an adjacent property owned by
Halostar with the proposed development across the street to create the simple
and memorable MC|2 development name.
The MC|2 brandmark is the cornerstone of the brand platform. It symbolizes the
natural elements of the area, namely trees in a forest. It also hearkens back to the
original apple orchard planted by one of the early pioneers of the area. The
intersecting lines are a contemporary relection of this.
The MC|2 brandmark was integrated into hoarding, signage, presentation
centre and online aperatures and carried forth the MC|2 brand terms; Connected,
Adventurous, Authentic, Distinctive and Progressive.
With our brand and marketing strategy directed to afluent millenials, the MC|2
sold-out in 3 days with many suites having multiple back-up offers.
mc2mapleridge.ca

HALOSTAR / MC|2 BRAND DEVELOPMENT

Scope
» Brand Strategy
» Brand Management
» Design Services
» Promotional Materials
» Advertising
» Website
» Outdoor Signage
» Hoarding
» Presentation Centre Design
Services
» Creative Direction
» Naming
» Graphic Design
» Photography
» Video
» Digital Editing
» Floorplan formatting
» Copy Writing
» Print Management
» Vendor Management

Advantages
» Distinctive Brand Position
» Identifiable Name
» Authentic Photography
» Steady Interest
» Professional Image
» Attainable modernism
» Clear Brand Promise
» Consistent Execution

A MODERN LIVING EXPERIENCE IN A NATURAL SETTING

HALOSTAR / MC|2 BRAND DEVELOPMENT

THE NATURE OF CONTEMPORARY LIVING
AT McINTOSH
AVENUE

HALOSTAR / MC|2 BRAND DEVELOPMENT

NEW AT
MC|2
TO McINTOSH
BC / BRAND
AVENUE
REFRESH,
/ SALES
WEBSITE
BROCHURE
DEVELOPMENT

BENCH

BENCH RAILTOWN
VANCOUVER’S NEW
INNOVATION WORKSPACE

Bench is a 6 story commercial real estate offering located in the Railtown
Design District. Developed by Rendition Developments and designed by award
winning local architect; Gair Williamson, Bench Railtown boasts modernist
design juxaposed within an historical industrial context.
THINK. MAKE. DO.
The target audience is primarily collaborative entrepreneurs, innovators, and
creators, who together leverage their collective energies to forge new ideas,
technologies and products. With this maker mindset, we looked to the primary
workshop device used by the artisan – the workbench. Using this foundational
tool as the inspiration for the Bench name, we created the brand identity and
communications platform.
The Bench brandmark references a stencil effect used to identify industrial
objects and workspaces. We created a brochure as the lead communications
touchpoint withauthentic location photography shot by award winning Kris
Grunert Imaging. Drawing on the industrial heritage of Railtown, we highlighted
the modernist approach as envisioned by local architect Gair Williamson. We
created a new website, site signage, floorplans, direct mail promotion in concert
with targeted email campaigns.
www.benchrailtown.com

RENDITION DEVELOPMENTS / BENCH RAILTOWN BRAND DEVELOPMENT

Scope
» Brand Strategy
» Brand Management
» Design Services
» Promotional Materials
» Advertising
» Website
» Outdoor Signage
» Environments

Services
» Creative Direction
» Naming
» Graphic Design
» Photography
» Digital Editing
» Floorplan formatting
» Copy Writing
» Print Management
» Vendor Management

Advantages
» Distinctive Brand Position
» Identifiable Name
» Authentic Photography
» Steady Interest
» Professional Imag
» Clear Brand Promise
» Consistent Execution

A NEW WORK
L I F E S TYLE EMERGES
F R OM THE PA ST

NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
RENDITION DEVELOPMENTS / BENCH RAILTOWN BRAND DEVELOPMENT

ROOF

COMMON DECK

COMMON DECK
STAIR

COMMON DECK

COMMON DECK

COMMON DECK

COMMON DECK
CORRIDOR

CORRIDOR

COMMON DECK
COMMON DECK

COMMON DECK
STAIR

ELEVATOR

COMMON DECK

RAILWAY
STREET

LOBBY

ELECTRICAL HIGH
VOLTAGE ROOM

CORRIDOR

LOBBY
EXIT VESTIBULE

EXIT
7'-6" C LE

PARKADE 2
MECHANICAL ROOM

LOBBY

EXIT

AR ANC E

10%

LANE

12.5%

RENDITION DEVELOPMENTS / BENCH RAILTOWN BRAND DEVELOPMENT

B E NC H R A I LT O WN
VA NC O UV E R ’ S NE W
INNO VAT I O N W O R K S PA C E

NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
RENDITION DEVELOPMENTS / BENCH RAILTOWN BRAND DEVELOPMENT

HALOSTAR
HOMES OF SUPERIOR
CRAFTSMANSHIP FOR
OVER 50 YEARS

HaloStar Developments is synonymous with craftsmanship, collaboration and
community. The project team works closely with partner companies to purchase
land parcels, develop the property and build high-quality residences and vibrant
communities that people can be proud to call home.
The company founder, Wilhelm Gill, was a Master Builder who began constructing
homes of superior craftsmanship over 50 years ago. The scope of business also
expanded over the years to include property management, both in residential as
well as developing industrial and commercial properties.
Our goal was to create a versatile brand identity and logo that would reflect the
transition from a construction company to a fully integrated development group.
The brandmark signifies structure, precision and design. We are currently
developing their communications platform along with new website.

NEW TO BC//HALOSTAR
HALOSTAR
BRAND REFRESH,
DEVELOPMENTS
WEBSITE BRAND
DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT

Scope
» Brand Strategy
» Brand Management
» Design Services
» Promotional Materials
» Fleet Graphics
» Website
» Outdoor Signage

Services
» Creative Direction
» Graphic Design
» Digital Editing
» Copy Writing
» Print Management
» Vendor Management

Advantages
» Distinctive Brand Position
» Authentic Photography
» Professional Image
» Clear Brand Promise
» Consistent Execution

Profile

We are proud to carry
on the tradition of
building superior
quality homes and
business spaces in
the Lower Mainland
and Greater
Vancouver

We are proud to carry
on the tradition of
building superior
quality homes and
business spaces in
the Lower Mainland
and Greater
Vancouver

We obsess about
the details.

We are proud to carry
on the tradition of
building superior
quality homes and
business spaces in
the Lower Mainland
and Greater
Vancouver

We are proud to carry
on the tradition of
building superior
quality homes and
business spaces in
the Lower Mainland
and Greater
Vancouver

NEW TO BC//HALOSTAR
HALOSTAR
BRAND REFRESH,
DEVELOPMENTS
WEBSITE BRAND
DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT

CENTRAL CITY
LIVE. WORK. SHOP.
IN SURREY

CENTRAL CITY
BRAND IDENTITY AND DESIGN
Central City Shopping Centre is a shopping mall and office tower complex in
Surrey, British Columbia, designed by Bing Thom Architects originally to house
the headquarters of ICBC.
Central City is an award-winning world-class facility where people can work,
shop and learn all under one roof. Central City combinines 140 retail stores,
restaurants and services, a 350,000 square foot Simon Fraser University Campus
and a 560,000 square foot AAA office tower.
Destined to be a landmark and key feature of Surrey’s urban renewal intiative,
we were engaged with to create the building development name of Central City,
the new logo and brand identity, signage and hoarding, website and motion
graphics along with a communications program to promote the tech-forward
development. Fast forward to 2018 and the Central City brand continues to be an
identifiable landmark which has helped to reshape Surrey’s city center.

NEW PROPERTIES
ICBC
TO BC / BRAND
/ CENTRAL
REFRESH,
CITY
WEBSITE
BRANDDEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT

Scope
» Design Services
» Promotional Materials
» Advertising
» Website
» Outdoor Signage
» Hoarding
» Collateral
» Presentation Centre

Services
» Creative Direction
» Naming
» Graphic Design
» Digital Editing
» Copy Writing
» Vendor Management

Advantages
» Distinctive Brand Position
» Identifiable Name
» Professional Image
» City Landmark
» Consistent Execution

LIVE. WORK. SHOP.

LIVE. WORK. SHOP.
AAA office tower + shopping centre + SFU

140 Retail Stores, Restaurants and Services

NEW PROPERTIES
ICBC
TO BC / BRAND
/ CENTRAL
REFRESH,
CITY
WEBSITE
BRANDDEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT

MAKER
EXCHANGE

Scope
» Design Services
» Promotional Materials
» Advertising
» Website
» Outdoor Signage
» Hoarding
» Collateral
» Environments

2017-06-01 2:11:08 PM
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WHERE MAKERS AND
THINKERS CONVERGE
MAKER EXCHANGE
450 - 494 RAILWAY
BRAND STRATEGY, IDENTITY AND DESIGN
The Maker Exchange is part of the growing ‘maker movement’ and will
become a thriving innovation eco-system in Vancouver with over 150,000 SF
of collaborative business and manufacturing space.
A partnership between Omicron, Rendition Developments and Cushman &
Wakefield – Coastlines was engaged to resolve a brand strategy and identify
the target audience groups as well as promote the unique attributes of the
development. Once the brand platform was established, we created the Maker
Exchange name, tagline, brand logo and identity. From this, we initiated the
design application into collateral materials including advertising, site signage,
building wayfinding and creative directed an art installation in the building foyer.
The Maker Exchange will be an icon in Vancouver’s new innovation hub and will
be home to brands such as Herschel, Aritzia, Sony and others.
makerexchange.ca

NEW TO BC& /WAKEFIELD
CUSHMAN
BRAND REFRESH,
/ MAKER
WEBSITE
EXCHANGE
DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPEMENT

D raw ing Title:

D raw ing N um ber:

COVER SHEET
D raw ing Scale:

D ate:

06/01/17

DP-A000

Services
» Creative Direction
» Naming
» Graphic Design
» Digital Editing
» Floorplan formatting
» Copy Writing

Advantages
» Distinctive Brand Position
» Identifiable Name
» Professional Image
» City Landmark
» Consistent Execution

NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD / MAKER EXCHANGE DEVELOPMENT

NEW TO BC& /WAKEFIELD
CUSHMAN
BRAND REFRESH,
/ MAKER
WEBSITE
EXCHANGE
DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPEMENT

THE REACH

AT THOMPSON RIVERS UNIVERSITY

THE REACH KAMLOOPS
BRAND STRATEGY, IDENTITY AND DESIGN
Set in the heart of Kamloops on the campus of Thompson Rivers University,
The Reach is an emerging urban neighbourhood that offers inspiring, world-class
views of the North and South Thompson valleys below and promotes a unique
opportunity to regain some life balance.
As a true master planned community, our research highlighted the need to
show the planning and attention to detail. Designed by renowned architect,
Ray Letkeman, it features interconnected spaces woven through the
development – creating an inviting setting.
RETHINK MODERN LIFE
Coastlines was engaged to realign the core messaging and bring a consistent
brand tome to the website and corresponding assets including OOD advertising, print and online advertising and direct mail. Our research pointed to a lead
demographic of affluent downsizers who would enjoy the amenities and
association with The Thompson Rivers University with a secondary audience
of millenials seeking modern living in a natural setting.
reachkamloops.com

THE REACH KAMLOOPS / BRAND DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

Scope
» Design Services
» Promotional Materials
» Advertising
» Website
» Outdoor Signage
» Hoarding
» Collateral

Services
» Creative Direction
» Graphic Design
» Digital Editing
» Floorplan Formatting
» Website Development
» Copy Writing

Advantages
» Distinctive Brand Position
» Identifiable Name
» Professional Image
» Consistent Execution

NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
THE REACH KAMLOOPS / BRAND DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT

90 ACRES
TO BE DEVELOPED

42,600

40,000

3,500

SF of Retail Space

SF of Ofﬁce Space

Residential Units

NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
THE REACH KAMLOOPS / BRAND DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT

INTERACTIVE
Presentation Center
Touch Screens
MOSAIC HOMES

Deployed touch screen
applications in over 14
presentation centers throughout
Vancouver, Coquitlam, Surrey
and Langley. It played a key role
in directing, developing, installing, training and maintaining/
supporting over 50 touch screen
applications.

Touch Screens + Video Walls
BOSA PROPERTIES
Deployed touch screen applications in over 14 presentation
centers throughout Vancouver,
Coquitlam, Surrey and Langley.

NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

RETAIL SPACE
SHOWROOM
Madison Mall
Mall Common Space Design
BOSA
Refreshed the common areas
of Madison Mall in Burnaby
with a new theme: “For
Everyday Living”. Included wall
installations, hanging banners,
wall pattern treatmens and
directional kiosks throughout
the mall and parkade.

Retail Showroom Design
PANASPHERE
Created the signage and
wayfinding as well as 2 level
showroom for Panasphere to
promote their new architectural
wall panels, showcase products
and create lounge styled
meeting areas.

NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

PRESENTATION
CENTRE

MC2MAPLERIDGE.COM

604.765.8875

mc2mapleridge.com

MC|2 COMING SOON

THOUGHTFULLY

35 SPACIOUS

DESIGNED

THE NATURE OF CONTEMPORARY LIVING

RESIDENCES

AROUND

COMING SOON

YOUR LIFESTYLE

halostar.ca

MC|2 MAPLE RIDGE
Presentation Centre Design
HALOSTAR
THE NATURE OF CONTEMPORARY LIVING

Created a new presentation
and sales centre adjacent to
the development site. The goal
was inspire and showcase the
building features and nearby
amenties.

35

Comps for review

NATURE DOES NOT

HURRY, YET
LISHED.

EVERYTHING IS ACCOMP
Lao Tzu

A S PACE TO

PLAY

A PL ACE TO

LIVE

THOU GHTF ULLY

DESI GNED AROU
ND YOUR

LIFES TYLE

Unit C - 742 SF
Scale: 1/4" = 1'-0"

Unit C - 742 SF
Scale: 1/4" = 1'-0"

Unit C - 742 SF
Scale: 1/4" = 1'-0"

THE PERFECT
LOCATION IN
AN EMERGING
NEIGHBOURHOOD

NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

PRESENTATION
CENTRE
MC|2 MAPLE RIDGE
Presentation Centre Design
HALOSTAR
Created a new presentation
and sales centre adjacent to
the development site. The goal
was inspire and showcase the
building features and nearby
amenties.
Finished application

EXCEPTIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIP
BY ESTABLISHED AND HIGHLY
RESPECTED HOME BUILDER

HaloStar Development Corporation is a
development and construction company
operating in the Greater Vancouver and
Lower Mainland area.
Our founder, Wilhelm Gill, was a Master
Builder who began constructing homes of
superior craftsmanship over 50 years ago.
Over the years, we have evolved from BCG
Construction, Gill and Son Construction,
and now, the next generation, as HaloStar
Development Corporation. We are proud
to carry on the family tradition of building superior quality homes and business
spaces in the Lower Mainland and Greater
Vancouver area.

NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

IT’S MORE
THAN DESIGN.
IT’S ABOUT
HOW PEOPLE
LIVE AND
INTERACT.
W OLLABORATE

NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

METROPOLITAN HARDWOOD FLOORS
KENTWOOD™ BRAND DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT

WE WERE ENGAGED TO NOT ONLY ELEVATE THE KENTWOOD BRAND OF
HARDWOOD FLOORING, BUT ORGANIZE AND SHOWCASE THEIR ARRAY OF
STYLES, SPECIES AND COLORS FOR A GLOBAL AUDIENCE.
AT HOME, ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
With their signature collection of premium hardwood floors, the Kentwood
flooring brand leads the way in style, quality and innovation. Its floors are known
for their artisanal finishes and hand-worked surface treatments that set it into a
class of its own.
The foremost promotional touchpoint is the Kentwood catalog and is distributed
to customers throughout North America. Kentwood’s brand story draws inspiration from the natural beauty of the Pacific Northwest and it’s woven throughout
the catalog from product names to introducing the flooring products.
We worked to create the overall theme and design elements as well as pace
of the books. We set up staged sets for all three Kentwood brands; Couture,
Originals and Elements. Each set is created to inspire and set the flooring in real
life scenarios according to the brand category. We moodboarded and creative
directed the photoshoots then laid out the catalogs with our bank of images.
Ongoing, we work with the client to create print ads, promotional brochures,
instore POS and other core pieces for the suite of Kentwood brands.

KENTWOOD™ FLOORS / BRAND DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT

Scope
» Brand Discovery
» Content Strategy
» Brand Management
» Design Services
» Catalogs
» Advertising
» POS Displays

Services
» Creative Direction
» User Experience Design
» Graphic Design
» Staged Set Design
» Photography
» Digital Editing
» Technical Illustration
» Copy Writing
» Print Management

Advantages
» Distinctive Brand Position
» Identifiable Brands
» Effective Photography
» Inspiring Brand Story
» Professional Image
» Organized Products
» Clear Brand Promise

L I V E I N L U X U R Y. W A L K O N W O O D

KENTWOOD™ FLOORS / BRAND DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT

PANASPHERE PREMIUM SURFACES
BRAND STRATEGY, DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT

WE BRING A SUCCESSFUL BRAND IN ASIA TO A NORTH AMERICAN
AUDIENCE WITH A NEW IDENTITY AND BRAND PROMISE.

TIMELESS BEAUTY - INFINITE DETAIL
Already a successful paneling and decorative surfacing materials manufacturer
in Asia, Panasphere – formerly Tuoch embarked upon an initiative to launch their
growing brand in North America. Panasphere asked Coastlines to reposition
Tuoch for this major undertaking. After an extensive discovery and brand
strategy, we articulated a vision and positioned them as a premium surfaces
manufacturer. This new framework elevated their messaging and visuals to the
same level as their products and set the foundation for expansion.
We created the name Panasphere and three new sub brands; Burl, Aura and
Azure. We created new logo and identities including colour palettes and graphic
language that would appeal to the A & D community.
The new catalog, showrooms design and website alongside the rebrand signaled
Panasphere’s noteworthy expansion into North America. Coastlines continues to
work alongside Panasphere to build the company into an internationally
recognized brand.
panaspheresurfaces.com

PANASPHERE® / BRAND STRATEGY AND DESIGN

Scope
» Brand Strategy
» Naming
» Brand Identity
» Brand Management
» Design Services
» Catalogs
» Advertising
» POS Displays
» Interactive
» Sample Kit

Services
» Brand Audit
» Brand Discovery
» Brand Strategy
» Creative Direction
» User Experience Design
» Graphic Design
» Staged Set Design
» Interior Design
» Photography
» Digital Editing
» Copy Writing
» Print Management

Advantages
» Distinctive Brand Position
» Authentic Brand Story
» Identifiable Brands
» Effective Photography
» Professional Image
» Organized Products
» Clear Brand Promise

PANASPHERE® / BRAND STRATEGY AND DESIGN

TRAFALGAR LUXURY GOODS
BRAND STRATEGY, DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT

COASTLINES WORKS WITH TRAFALGAR TO CREATE A NEW FASHION
EXPERIENCE REFLECTING AMBITION, DEDICATION AND IMAGINATION

THE LARGEST CHOPARD DEALER IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Trafalgar is an internationally recognized luxury retailer with specialized luxury
goods boutiques in Kuwait and the middle east. From its humble beginnings in
1972, Trafalgar continues to build in popularity as it provides its loyal customers
the best in fine jewellery, watches and couture.
Trafalgar needed a brand identity and website that would position it within
the sphere of international, premium luxury brands. We conducted research
and analysis of the competitor landscape, then created a strategic plan that
centered around showcasing over 400 products in both Arabic and English.
We orchestrated and directed photoshoots in Kuwait and London UK with
an international team of models, photgraphers and stylists.
We created a brand identity and logo for their sub brands, Sparkle™ and
CornerTalk, and designed their online and print newsletters. Trafalgar is now
a luxury goods brand that draws on a modern and timeless aesthetic

TRAFALGAR / BRAND REFRESH, FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

Scope
» Brand Strategy
» Brand Identity
» Brand Management
» Website
» Product Photography
» Fashion Photography
» Collateral Materials
» Project Management
» Brand Management

Services
» Brand Audit
» Brand Discovery
» Brand Strategy
» Casting
» Location Scouting
» Moodboards
» Creative Direction
» User Experience Design
» Content Strategy
» Graphic Design
» Digital Editing
» Copy Writing
» Language Translation

Advantages
» Distinctive Brand Position
» Authentic Brand Story
» Organized Products
» Establishes a unique
position among
competitors
» Demonstrates high
level of experience
and professionalism
» Professional photography

DREAM.

TRAFALGAR / BRAND REFRESH, FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

NEW TO BC
BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE

HOW COULD WE HELP NEWCOMERS CONNECT AND PROMOTE LITERACY
AMONGST NEWCOMERS?
Find Your Way
Public Libraries play an increasingly important role in the settlement and
integration of newcomers. Today's libraries are the perfect place to inform and
refer immigrants to other services. Working with partner libraries and external
organizations, NewToBC promotes the programs, services and resources that
newcomers to BC need.
The new site had to support three objectives: increase brand awareness, attract
newcomers and facilitate a place for newcomers to get necessary information. We
made each objective a touchstone for the each of the site components.
Planning and organizing the back-end schema can be a complex task in itself. Let
alone designing the front-end user experience. In the case of New To BC, their site
is a Wordpress site and our backend database needed to work in concert with this
technological platform.
The New To BC website is attractive and functional in the eyes of newcomers to
BC, but it is also as smooth seamless experience for this audience. The site was
also designed to be fully responsive, so it adapts to offer equally graceful viewing
on mobile, tablet and desktop browsers.
newtobc.ca

NEW TO BC //BRAND
WEBSITE
REFRESH,
/ BRAND
WEBSITE
MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT

Scope
» Discovery
» UI design
» Content strategy
» Front-end development
» Custom development
» Database and API
integration
» Responsive Mobile
Design
» Back-End Schema /
Database Development

Services
» Content architecture
» Concept development
» Creative Direction
» User Experience Design
» Visual Design
» User Experience Design
» Content Creation
» Information architecture
» User experience testing

Advantages
» Intuitive and easy to
navigate
» Works on tablets and
smart phones
» Expandable format
» Robust structure
» Forward looking
» Builds New To BC Brand
awareness
» Fully responsive

LI N K
F I ND YOUR WAY >

NEW TO
NEWS
TOBC
BC/ /BRAND
WEBSITE
REFRESH,
/ ADVERTISING
WEBSITE/ DEVELOPMENT
BRAND MANAGEMENT

newtobc.ca is where newcomers can
discover, access, link and learn.

MORE THINGS YOU CAN DO AT THE LIBRARY

DISCOVER

DISCOVER

LEARN
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REASONS
TO VISIT
NewToBC

newtobc.ca is where newcomers
can discover, access, link and learn.

LI NK
F I N D YOU R WAY >

Learn what libraries can do for
newcomers. www.newtobc.ca

BLU BATHWORKS
REBRAND

Scope
» Naming
» Custom logomark
» Sub-logos
» Stationery
» Brand standards
» Interactive
» Signage / wayfinding
» Promotional materials
» Writing
» Website
» Window displays
» Exhibit assets

WHERE WATER MEETS MODERN
As a long-time design professional, BLU’s principal and lead designer, Michael Gottschalk
understands the exacting requirements and real-world demands of discriminating clients
and personally insists on the highest quality standards and products he himself specifies
with confidence.
Our goal was to bring elegance, balance and meaning to the BLU brand. And, bring the
visual communications into alignment with the new logo and brand standards. First, we
desconstructed the brand logo and created a new mark. The ‘letter b’ in the mark is a
stylized teardrop and the ‘letter u’ is a basin. Working with our design team, we created
sub-brand logos and colour systems to be used on BLU bath products and furniture.
Ongoing, we work with the company to create cutting edge visual communications to set
the brand further apart from their competitors. This has become critically important as BLU
competes on the international stage.

BLU BATHWORKS / STRATEGY / REBRAND / BRAND MANAGEMENT

Services
» Assessment and
competitive analysis
» Brand strategy
» Corporate identity and logo
system creation
» Creative concept and
design direction
» Collateral material design
and production
management

Advantages
» Establishes a unique
position among
competitors
» Demonstrates high
level of experience
and professionalism
» Brand promise is
clear and defined

old brandmark

188 Smithe St.
Vancouver, BC
V6B 6A9 Canada

new brandmark

T 1.604.299.0122
TF 1.866.907.0122
F 1.604.299.0125

blubathworks.com

Pure three-hole wall mounted basin mixer with two
lever handles TSP220
Simply elegant, this two-handle wall mount
faucet is a sophisticated accent to today's modern,
luxury bathroom.

Michael Gottschalk
Founder CEO
michael@blubathworks.com
l

188 Smithe St.
Vancouver, BC
V6B 6A9 Canada
M + 1.778.996.2085
T

+ 1.604.299.0122

F

+ 1.604.299.0125

x42

TF + 1.866.907.0122
where water meets modern®

Requires push button waste TW120 or TW121
1.5 gpm @ 60 PSI

where water meets modern™

3-hole wall mounted basin mixer with two lever handles
Spout 267mm (10 1/2”)

blubathworks.com

blubathworks.com

pure

tapware

blubathworks.com

BLU BATHWORKS / STRATEGY / REBRAND / BRAND MANAGEMENT
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SUPERFEET WORLDWIDE™
BRAND DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT

Scope
» Logos and identities
» Stationery
» Brand standards
» Interactive
» Photography
» Illustrations
» POS
» Packaging
» Dealer Workbooks
» Posters
» Exhibit Assets
» Brand Launches

HOW CAN A MOUNTAIN BRAND GET BACK TO ITS ROOTS?
The Premium Insole
Superfeet started as a custom insole for bootfitters in the mountains of California
and Nevada. It was felt the brand needed to get in touch with their roots as a
mountain brand to build authenticity and brand relevance. Our challenge was to
work with the brand elements and ensure consistency across all media platforms
while further evolving the brand. Goal: Help define the brand category with an
on-brand philosophy that offers ‘comfort, support and shock absorption’.
Secondary Goal: Evolve the brand design and brand promise to be ‘The Premium
Insole’ in each active lifestyles division.
Working with the client, we analyzed the industry landscape and created ‘11 brand
niches’ for each lifestyle activity including; skiing, snowboarding, hiking, hockey,
running and so on. We introduced a colour palette reflecting lighter, sportier
colours and tones. We improved the illustrations of the feet and body to be more
accurate and technical in appearance. The brand packaging was designed to have
a logical hierarchy of information across the entire product line.
Dealer and customer support materials both in print and online were produced as
well as instore headers and POS. New sub-brands with associated branding and
packaging have been created for HotPINK™, REDhot™, DMP™ and others. Exhibit
assets were created to promote the brand in North America and Europe.

NEWBATHWORKS
BLU
TO BC / BRAND
/ STRATEGY
REFRESH,/ WEBSITE
REBRANDDEVELOPMENT
/ BRAND MANAGEMENT

Services
» Brand strategy
» Brand management
» Brand design
» Creative concept and
design direction
» Collateral material design
» Brand management
» interactive
» Language translation
» Copy writing

Advantages
» A category defining brand
» Superfeet sub-brands are
differentiated
» Demonstrates global level
of experience and
professionalism
» Improved illustrations,
more accurate, attractive
» Standardized packaging

IT TAKES MORE THAN A BOOT

NEWBATHWORKS
BLU
TO BC / BRAND
/ STRATEGY
REFRESH,/ WEBSITE
REBRANDDEVELOPMENT
/ BRAND MANAGEMENT

COASTLINES
CREATIVE
GROUP INC.
A STRATEGIC
DESIGN
AGENCY
T 604 974 9939
W coastlinescreative.com
IG @coastlinescreative

